The purpose of this study was to provide insights into the eBook market in China through case studies on eBook companies and a survey research with individual eBook users. The information from three companies, Beijing Superstar Electric Company, Beijing Founder APABI Technology Limited, and Beijing Sursen Electronic Technology Company Limited, showed that the B2B market has been developed due to the huge requirement from organization customers, universities libraries in particularly, and the B2C market is still immature. The information from interviews and relative data revealed that both Superstar and Sursen have serious copyright infringement which is an important problem impeding the further development of the eBook market. The questionnaire explored awareness, purchase, reading and other experiences of eBook end-users. Questions indicated that readers were attracted by the technical advantages including costless to copy, easy to transfer, searchable and easy to store, but did not want to pay for eBooks. Because the computers, especially desktop PCs, were the main device for reading and the CRT displays were massive used while there were few dedicated reading device in the market, many eBook end-users still preferred to read extended passages of text on papers rather than screens. Today the copyrights issue, user acceptance and the reading device are three significant obstacles for eBook industry in China.
Introduction
The hasty growth of information and communication technologies has dramatically driven the development of publishing. Electronic publishing has emerged as a fast growing phenomenon in the revolution of new media. The flourish of the Internet has showed its revolutionary impact to traditional publishing industry and also created many new opportunities by the innovating ways to spreading digital content to consumer markets. Electronic publishing can deliver information much faster and wider than traditional publishing and when the information technology infiltrates among consumers, it will possibly become the major force of publishing in the future. At the early years, the emergence of the eBook industry was accompanied by great hype and enthusiasm by industry experts, IT companies, publishing executives and many in the information field (Herther, 2005) .
"EBooks promise to revolutionize the way the world reads. (Gates, 2001 )" " With sufficiently robust digital-rights management in place, libraries might even disappear, replaced by ftp or Web servers. (Dipert, 2003 )" However, neither scholars nor the government paid much attention to the electronic publishing industry in China until recent years. For understand the development of Chinese eBook market, this article provided insights into the history and status quo of eBook market in China through case studies on three biggest eBook companies and a survey research with individual eBook users.
The International Digital Publishing Forum (IDPF), formerly the Open eBook Forum (OeBF) is an international nonprofit trade organization whose mission is to improve the development of the electronic publishing market. In 2000, the Open eBook Forum published A Framework for the Epublishing Ecology, which provides a systematic foundation for critical thinking and discussion in the world of electronic publishing. The framework is composed of three parts: Glossary, Reference Model, and Stakeholder Profiles.
In Glossary, the most important terms including eBook have been thoroughly reviewed and precisely defined. Open eBook Forum defined electronic book as:
1. A literary work in the form of a Digital Object, consisting of one or more standard unique identifiers, Metadata, and a Monographic body of Content, intended to be published and accessed electronically. 2. May also refer to the hardware device created for the purpose of reading eBooks. (OeBF, 2000, p 6) The former can be regarded as soft eBook and the latter means hard eBook.
Generally speaking, people's first reaction to the word eBook is the soft eBook in China today due to the comparatively slower development of reading devices. In this article, the term eBook means the soft eBook as well.
The Reference Model and Stakeholder Profiles in A Framework for the Epublishing
Ecology provided a good theoretical frame to analyze the interaction between roles and the requirements of a specific stakeholder in the market of electronic publishing.
So the design of this study was mainly followed the International Digital Publishing Forum's theoretical frame to observed the eBook market in China from the perspective of technology, law and society.
In Reference Model, the epublishing world was regarded to be composed of multiple domains with four types of elements: Roles, Interactions, Objects and Authorities (OeBF, 2000, p 9) . Roles are the "live" staff performed (or "played") by persons, organizations and systems (can be computer systems or software agents) (OeBF, 2000, p 12) . The roles in the epublishing ecology are classified into three abstract categories: Originators, Intermediaries, and End-User (OeBF, 2000, p 10). Originators are people or organizations that create electronic publications, like authors, anthologists, and word processors; Intermediaries are people or organizations, editors, publishers, and agents for instance, who facilitate the flow of content and payments from Originators to End-Users; End-Users are the consumers who purchase electronic publications like individual readers, and library patrons (OeBF, 2000, p 10) .
Objects are the "dead" things, including rights objects, products, services, monetary objects, and so on, that flow between players of Roles. Interactions are what happen between players of roles (OeBF, 2000, p 12) . Authorities are the rules like technical standards, government administration and social norms in the epublishing ecology, and they provide the governance context in which Interactions occur (OeBF, 2000, p 12 ).
In the epublishing ecology of China, there are three roles as well. Originators are mainly played by eBook companies, traditional publishers and authors. Most
Intermediaries are performed by eBook companies who sell eBooks to consumers.
Libraries and the individual eBook readers who buy eBooks from eBook companies play the major roles of end-users. Normally, traditional publishers release paper books first and generated digital versions of some ones after the sale periods are over and just a few of publishers directly sell eBooks to end-users, say play the role of intermediaries. Generally speaking, traditional publishers just sell the copyright authorizations of digital copies to eBook companies and let them convert the literary works into eBooks. Then these companies accomplished the production of eBooks and sell them by themselves. So eBook companies perform both originators and intermediaries at the same time.
In Stakeholder Profiles, stakeholders were defined as "entities (person, organization, etc.) with financial, economic, or moral interest in the epublication or the performance of one or more functions in the epublishing ecology" and divided into 8 broad categories: Originator, Rights Holder, Publisher, Service Provider, Technology provider, Seller, Distributor, and End-user (OeBF, 2000, p 17 ). An Originator is the author, editor or creator who creates or arranges for the creation of the intellectual property that will become the content of the electronic publication 1 (OeBF, 2000, p 17) . A rights holder is an entity, generally the author or the publisher, that owns or has been licensed the digital rights for the intellectual property created by the originator (OeBF, 2000, p 18) . Publisher is an entity that derives the creation of Literary Works 2 and prepares, promotes, and distributes them to wholesalers, retailers, or end-users (OeBF, 2000, p 18) . Service Provider is an entity that provides 1 In A Framework for the Epublishing Ecology, the term originator was used for either a role or a shareholder, and the two originators have different meanings.
an accessory service such as assisting in the creation, distribution or protection of the electronic publication or the collection and distribution of consumer information (OeBF, 2000, p 19) . A technology provider is an entity that enables the electronic distribution of content by providing either software or hardware (OeBF, 2000, p 19 ).
In fact, the line between Service Provider Seller and Technology Provider is very vague because of the integration of electronic publishing system. Today, these two stakeholders are normally only one entity: the eBook company. A seller is an entity that attracts consumers, enables them to browse and search metadata and ultimately sells the electronic publication to the consumer (OeBF, 2000, p 20) . A Distributor is an entity that provides the epublication directly to an end-user or another distributor through a protected transaction (OeBF, 2000, p 20) . In the epublishing ecology of China, eBook companies are not only service providers and technology providers but also sellers and distributors at the same time. They are the stakeholders who have the biggest economic interest from epublications. Therefore, eBook companies are particularly significant research objects in this article. An enduser is an eBook consumers (can be individual or organization) that purchases and/or accesses the epublication 1 (OeBF, 2000, p 20) . End-users are as important as, if not more important than, eBook companies, because they determine the main requirement of the eBook market and the massive individual readers will point out the future of eBook. In this article, end-users, individual eBook readers in particular, are another important research objects.
For the research on eBook companies, three biggest eBook companies, Beijing Founder APABI Technology Limited, Beijing Superstar Electric Company and Beijing Sursen Electronic Technology Company Limited, who shared the main eBook market, were selected for case studies. Data about them was mainly collected from interviews to people who are working or have worked in the field of epublishing in China. They provided many valuable first hand information including negative statements about eBook companies. So the participants' identity will be treated with confidentiality and not be disclosed in this article. In addition, my interviewees also provided important background information about the history of Chinese epublishing industry. Data about eBook companies was also collected from documents and reports from these companies, their costumers and relative conferences.
Data about individual eBook users were collected from an online survey. A questionnaire (see Appendix) with nine questions was distributed to Internet users through several big online forums in September 2006. The questions explored awareness, purchase, reading and other experiences of eBook end-users. The online survey attracted 320 responses in total and they formed the base for subsequent analyses reported in this paper. The data was analyzed quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Considering the earlier development of eBook market in the United States and Europe, the data from end-users was also comparatively analyzed with similar studies in western countries.
A Brief History of Chinese EBook Industry
The Primitive Stage The eBook industry debuted during the later years of the dotcom era in the west, a 8 time when vendor capital was readily available and hopes for Internet-based business were very high (Herther, 2005) . The same phenomena also took placed in China from 1998 to the earlier 2000, the early years of Chinese eBook market. In 1998, National Library of China began building National Digital Library of China and the government invested for this project. Superstar, one of the biggest eBook companies today, get the contract for converting 200,000 titles of paper books owned by National Library of China into digital format. Since 1999, eBook retail websites following the first series of e-commerce websites bloomed. In 1999, people.com made out a business-to-consumer (B2C) platform for eBook business and got contract with more than 200 publishers. Another B2C eBook retail website bookuu.com was also established in 1999 by some students who had studied in foreign countries and came back to start their owned business. Bookuu.com.cn has signed contract with more than 100 authors and have more than 1,000 eBooks in (Hao, 2005) . There were 26 publishers got more than 300,000 CNY total revenue from eBook, 25 publishers got more than 500,000 CNY, and 5 publishers got more than 1,000,000 CNY (Ren, 2005) .
In recent years, the infrastructure for IT industry has been improved, and the environment was more mature for e-commerce. Because more and more people were getting used to read online, the high hope for the B2C market was reignited.
This era from 2002 to today was the developing period of the electronic publishing industry and this period will be last for long time.
EBook Companies

Beijing Superstar Electric Company
Beijing Superstar Electric Company is a private enterprise established in 1993 and also one of the oldest eBook companies in China. At its early years, Superstar's main business was converting paper documents into digital files by using its PDG format for the government and academies. During this period, Superstar was just a service and technology provider who had limited interest in the epublishing word, and only played the role as an Originator.
In 1996, Superstar ventured into the electronic publishing business and produced The reason for Superstar to hide its eBook numbers from the public is the copyright issue which eternally obsesses the electronic publishing in China. Since Superstar began to sell the 200,000 copies of eBooks derived from National Library of China, these books' rights holders were hardly considered at all. Although Superstar have signed contracts with 480 publishers, the main sources of the content of its eBooks were the paper books, which were digitized without authorization, from traditional publishing market. In 2000 Sursen also launch its online eBook retail platform www.21dmedia.com.
However the B2C market cannot compare with the B2B market. The data from my survey on eBook readers indicated that the share of eBooks in Sursen's format in the B2C market was the lowest in these three eBook companies. According to the information from a former employer of Sursen, the total revenue of Sursen was approximate 100,000,000 CNY in 2003, but just a small part of them was come from its eBook business. (Table 2 ). This data was widely quoted by eBook companies to show the potential of Chinese eBook market in China, but the real statue was far from that. The fail of B2C model has showed that simply statistics may be indicative of market potential, but without knowing the eBook consumers' reading experience, eBook companies may lack information that can show the obstacles in the B2C market. Therefore this study represents an attempt to seek feedback directly from Internet users about their eBook experiences. 
Ever Accessed eBooks
Questions about experiences on eBooks began from asking respondents whether they had ever read any eBook. There was an almost even split between respondents who answered yes (46.88%) and no (53.13%) to this question (Table 3) . Of respondents who indicated that they had read eBooks, further questions were asked. The Source of eBooks
All respondents who had read eBooks were asked where they got their eBooks.
Nearly all the respondents (96.47%) have gotten eBooks from websites that provide free eBooks, 20.59 percent readers have accessed eBooks from Websites that sale eBooks or charge in other ways, and few (3.53%) got eBook in CD-ROM format (Table   4 ). This data indicated that internet has become the main media for eBooks' transfer, and other digital media like CD-ROM has become "traditional" and almost has been replaced by the internet. The answers of the question "Have you purchased any eBook or pay for browsing or assessing any eBook in the past?" were staggering: only 4.71% respondents have provided financial remuneration in order to receive or access electronic publication (Table 5) . Most eBook readers are not eBook consumers, say have never spend any money on eBooks. Last question showed that 20.59% respondents got eBooks from websites that sale eBooks or charge in other ways. However most of them just accessed trials or free titles and few finally decided to purchase. The demand of eBook readers is far from the demand of eBook market. The data from question 2 and question 3 showed the long existing "free or not free" dilemma for digital content. This condition is prevalent for most digital content distributed in the internet like mp3, movie and so on. A similar survey about eBooks users in UK indicated that 38% eBook users had bought eBooks (Gunter, 2005) .
Although this proportion was still quite small, it's much bigger than the number in China.
Reading Device for EBook
In Question 4, eBook users in the respondents were asked about the equipment they used to read eBooks. Respondents could indicate any equipment they used, which meant that some respondents could select more than one type of equipment. The great majority (90.59%) of the respondents replied reading eBooks on their desktop computer and 24.71 per cent readers used laptop computers. A little more than one in ten used personal digital device like Pocket PC and Palm (24.71%), and one in five used mobile phone (22.35%) ( Table 6 ). There was no one used dedicated reading device to read eBook at all. Because Chinese eBook market initiated later than developed countries, most
Chinese eBook companies have learnt from foreign fellows and all focused on the soft eBook rather than the hard eBook. As I've mentioned above, there is only one eBook companies Founder APABI developed dedicated reading devices for their owned eBooks format among the all the eBook companies. Today it's extremely difficult to buy a specific hardware for eBook reading in Chinese epublishing market.
Ray Kurzweil has said, "Inventing is about catching the wave. Most inventions fail not because the inventor can't get them to work but because the invention comes at the wrong time" (Riordan, 2003) . Today the eBook companies try to avoid that epithet from being applied to itself, so most of them do not want to invest a lot to hardwires in the "wrong time".
Compared with dedicated reading device, mobile phone is a more popular device for eBook reading in China, the world's largest mobile phone market. According to the 
EBook Format
Today, in both global eBook market and Chinese eBook market there are various eBook formats in use: TXT, RTF, DOC, HTML, CHN, PDF, DJVU, etc. This condition can be referred to as the "Tower of e-Babel" behind which there are a number of issues and organizations involved in developing different eBook standards.
Question 5 provided a probe to the market share of eBook formats from end-users'
perspective. Generally speaking, eBook formats can be classified into to two groups:
open format and close format. The former is public to everyone and the latter is developed by eBook companies. PDF was ranked the first (34.71%) as the most popular eBook format by respondents, HTML, the basic format for World Wide Web, was ranked the second (31.76%), and the bundle of text-based formats, including TXT, RTF, and DOC, was ranked the third (27.65%) ( Table 7) . CHM, known as "Microsoft Compressed HTML Help, is a proprietary format based HTML". In CHM format, multiple pages and embedded graphics are distributed along with
proprietary metadata are compressed a single file. If we consider both HTML and CHM as a bundle, the web-based formats have the largest share in the eBook market. (Tsinghua Tongfang) By comparison, the eBook formats developed by eBook companies had smaller shares in respondents' choices. In this group, PDG format by Superstar was the most popular (25.29%), CAJ, the ejournal format by Tsinghua Tongfang, was ranked the second (22.94%), CEB and XEB by Founder APABI was ranked the third (15.88%), and SEP format by Sursen had the smallest share (15.29%).
The eBooks in open formats are generally created by individuals and free distributed 26 in the internet. Among these eBooks, most of the modern titles are converted from paper books without the rights holders' authorizations, namely pirated. They are widely embraced by eBook readers because they are easy and free to obtain. In the contrast, the eBooks in close formats are generated by eBook companies who add DRM (Data Rights Management) to eBooks and sell them, and few people would like to pay for them. Because eBook companies also provide some titles for free trials, the shares of close formats eBooks are not so small in the end-users' reading experience though only 4.71 per cent readers have bought eBooks.
Choices for eBook Genres
In Question 6, eBook users were asked, "What were the main genres for your eBooks?" The selections of respondents indicated that fiction publications (65.88%) and technical books (56.47%) were among those most popularly read (Table 8) . 
Electronic Books or Paper Books
To understand how users choose between electronic books and paper books, a couple of questions "why choose eBooks?" and "Why choose paper books?" were asked in this questionnaire. For the question 7, "EBooks are free or cost less" (65.88%) were ranked as the most frequent reason, and "EBooks are easy to access" was ranked the second (60.00%) ( Table 9 ).
" EBooks save space" was ranked the third (45.88%), and "EBooks are searchable" was ranked the forth (44.71%) in question 7. The top four reasons to choose eBooks all indicated that readers selected electronic books mainly because of eBooks' technical advantages: costless to copy, easy to transfer, searchable and easy to store. Most respondents who selected "EBooks are searchable" in this question also selected "have got eBooks from websites of public libraries or libraries in universities or schools" in question 2. A respondent wrote "When I wrote my thesis, I found that searchable ejournals were more convenient for reference than paper documents."
For the reference works, eBooks have the advantage of being easier to search and 28 easier to annotate. Considering that few users really bought eBooks, "free" is obviously the most important reason to choose eBooks rather than paper books. Respondents' comments in this survey also showed that people who hold the "free" opinion to eBooks are quite prevalent:
" When a new book that I'm interested published, I would try to find a copy from internet just like downloading MP3." "I don't think I will pay for eBooks. I just download free ones from internet."
"How can eBook sellers charge so much for eBooks! EBooks should be much cheaper than paper books. "
From these comments, it is not difficult to find that electronic book is at a similar condition with most digital content in the internet like music, movie and so on.
Because digital data can be easily copied and distributed, eBooks always face serious For the question 8, "EBooks are hard to read and browse on computer screen" (71.76%) was intensively selected by respondents for choosing paper book rather than eBook. Many eBook users indicated that they did not like reading continuously from a computer screen. In respondents' comments, many of them indicated that cathode-ray tube (CRT) display makes their eyes tired after several pages reading and still feel more comfortable for reading the paper pages which cause less eye strain over extended reading time. The screen issue is regarded as a long existing problem that impedes users' acceptance to eBooks world-wide (Romano, 2001) . Perhaps it will still be a universal problem for the eBooks before the huge amount of CRT monitors are replace by new display devices like liquid crystal display(LCD). In recent years, the LCD monitors are widely adapted by desktop PC and improve the experience for eBook reading, but and the bottleneck of computer screen still has not been solved yet. Respondents also wrote comments about their disappointment for the content of eBooks:
"It's quite difficult to find latest titles in eBook version."
" Sometimes I can just get eBooks after the paper ones have been published for years." "It's quit hard to find the latest releases by popular authors."
The success of eBooks will be still affected by the content like tradition books. After several years' growth, electronic publishing is still not able to be compared with traditional publishing in the aspect of content. Although there have been 148,000
titles of eBook published in China until May 2000, the amount of eBooks is still less than traditional books. Most of these eBooks were available only after its paper version had been published for years because of the difficulty for eBook Companies to get the authorization of new books from the authors who are less aware of electronic publishing or publishers who are afraid of eBooks and piracy to impact the sales of paper books. From the perspective of Intermediaries, the features of easy to transfer and copy has become both the advantage and disadvantage for eBooks because eBook can be much easier to pirated than paper book. The content issue is and will be another long existing problem for the development of eBook market.
From the answers of these two questions we can find that the technical pros and cons of eBook have become the most important factors that determine readers' choice between electronic books and paper books. In one hand, electronic books are more efficient than paper books from the various perspectives such as accessibility, transfer, delivery, search and storage. In another hand, electronic books are still not comparable to paper books in the display quality on CRT monitors which are the most popular display devices for desktop PC. Besides, the content is also an important factor that determined people's choice between electronic books and paper books.
Conclusion
In China, the electronic publishing industry has gone through about ten years' Through several years' evolution, the electronic publishing market in China has grown, but the ecology of Chinese eBook market, the B2C market in particular, is still in infancy at present. The eBook industry faces many significant obstacles including copyrights issue, user acceptance and the reading device.
Copyright Issue is the most important problem for the electronic publishing industry in China. From the perspective from the competition, eBook Company should show the amounts of their eBooks as high as possible and so they did in front of their customers, but the public announced numbers were much smaller than the real amount of eBooks from both Superstar and Sursen. However I still found the real numbers by searching the data from their universities customers who have bought digital libraries from these eBook companies and the result was staggering. Both Superstar and Sursen have announced that they have the authorization of the eBooks they hold from the authors, but the real number of the eBooks showed that it's impossible to pay for the authorization and that was also confirmed by my interviews. The prevalent copyright infringement has become a time bomb in the eBook industry, and these companies will have to pay for their ignoring to the right holders' interests in the epublication finally. Beijing Founder Electronics Co., Ltd. gets close relationship with most Chinese publishers due to its monopoly of the typesetting system in the traditional publishing market in China and has much stronger financial power to pay for the authorization, so Founder APABI is perhaps the only eBook company that has completely cleared copyrights issues for its eBook collections in China. But the amount of Founder APABI's eBooks is much less than either Superstar or Sursen.
The ill copyright awareness does not only exist in eBook companies but also in eBook end-users. There are a large proportion of eBooks are created by individual and distributed freely in the internet and they are more welcomed by readers than the eBooks sold by eBook companies. From the perspective of end-user, Question 2, question 3, question 5 and question 7 of this survey all indicated that eBook readers held negative opinion to buy eBooks. This condition is prevalent for most digital content in the internet like mp3, movie and so on. Due to the absence of law in the environment of the internet and the ignorance of copyright in the public, the eBook market is still in a rule-less condition.
Besides, the survey showed that readers have accepted electronic books but not the business model of eBooks companies today. The computer-based reading rate in the internet users is getting higher and higher, but the purchase rate of eBook stay almost at the bottom. More and more people read eBooks distributed in the internet because it is convenient to access and free to obtain. However eBook companies' B2C model which is copy with traditional publishing is somehow "against" readers' acceptance because people believe that anything in digital form should be abstained free of charge because it is "costless" for massive production. In a long time, it will be still difficult for internet users to pay for digital content like eBook. Easy to copy, one of the most important technical advantages of eBook, has become the biggest obstacle to its development in commerce. The success or failure of eBook industrial will depend not only on the change of users' attitude but also on the eBook companies' abilities to create new business models.
As a product of technology innovation in publishing, electronic book has showed its advantages over traditional media on modern reading. Electronic book is indeed more advanced than paper book but not in all the aspects. The questionnaire indicated that computer, mainly desktop PC, was the primary device of eBook readers, and this statue will not change in a long period. The CRT displays, which cause vision fatigue after extensively reading, perhaps bring the worst reading experience for eBooks, and that is definitely one of the most important obstacles for reader to widely accept eBooks. Today LCD display devices are becoming cheaper, and laptops, mobile phones, and other mobile devices that can be used for reading eBooks are getting popular, but there are still a large amount of CRT monitors in use.
In another hand, the dedicated reading devices are extremely far from eBook readers in China today. The reading device issue will not be resolved in recent years until new display devices which can bring similar reading experience like paper and do not cost a lot.
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